HAY MAKERS  
(up to $1,000)
Mary Jane Hedstrom  
Julie Hidaka  
The Hershey Company Matching  
Gift Program  
Julie Hocested  
Mary Hoopman  
Wendy Honowitz  
Rajulie Hove  
Julie Hugus  
John Humfeld  
Karen Hupp  
Muffy Johnson  
Joye Johnson  
Phil & Susan Jones  
Ted Jordan  
Brian Joyce  
Judd Kitz  
Susan Kelsier  
Laura Keiser-Gautsch  
Wendy Khabie  
Michael Kimth  
Kathryn Kibbene  
Kathleen Kowalski  
Lauri Kreid  
Fred Kriestman  
Al Kulback  
Marlene Kulback  
Virginia Lane  
Kato Langdon  
Segolene LeClercq  
Charic Leonard  
Sarah Lindemann  
Cathy Lyle  
Marshfield Family Foundation  
Joan McElveen  
Emily Makarova  
Mosselt & Kramar PA  
Lynda Michelieuti  
Box Mixes  
Edythe Misel  
Debra Monney  
Susan Nelson  
Susan Nelson  
Kathryn Oberg  
Becky Ondask  
Lynn Otto  
Richard and Jamie Palisier  
Shelia Palister  
Helen Peltonen  
Robin Philips  
Pfeiffer's Local 539  
Dottie Pyfster  
Eve Radel  
Rechei Rez  
Joan Rex  
Sheila Robb  
The Rosen-Kennedy Family  
Deanne Rothbauer  
Lydia Roth-Ladue  
Christina Rothstein  
Jeryn Romanc  
Marilyn Rosner

Barn raisers  
($1000 - $9999)
Ronald Anderson  
Anonymous  
Beli Bank  
Terry Bartz  
Berliner Family Foundation  
Larson Brown  
The Cozen O'Connor Foundation  
Mitchell Dann Charitable Gift Fund  
Mike & Linda Filman Family  
Foundation  
Suse Fry  
Janice Henry  
Integrated Equity Management Teams  
Kristin Jones  
Michala Marshall  
Mystique Kerp & Sponsor Ltd  
Cyndie & Mike Olsoun  
Julie E Oswald Family Trust  
Brian & Herb Ferguson  
Tad & Cindy Piper  
Elizabeth Radichel  
Kristin Thomas  
United National Insurance Company  
Byron & Deb Weiberdink

HOLD YOUR HORSES  

STALL OF FAME  
($10,000 +)
Mary & Armond Brachman  
Beverly Dann  
Ralph S. French Charitable Foundation  
Sanger Family Foundation  
Bert and Joanne Zwaunen Fund

OUR TEAM  
The dedicated team at Hola Yeru: all support our mission of improving lives through therapy with the help of a horse. Our core team in FY23:
SkyAnn Bereczki, horse handler  
Sheryl Butler, MA OTR/L  
Molly DePree, MA LIP, CMT  
Cynthia Eichhorn, Psychological Services  
Angie Garrison, horse handler  
Barbara Guy, LMT  
Karen Hupp, Horse handler  
Jared Miller, barn manager (outgoing)  
Ruth Rowen, office manager  
Julie Tenney, communications  
Rachel Weddell, barn manager (incoming)  
Janet Wexberg, founding director  
MS OTR/L, HPCS

SPECIAL THANKS  
We are incredibly grateful to the businesses and individuals for in-kind support in FY23:
Amira Cohen  
The Bakken Museum  
Sarah Carlson, OVM  
Armed Creative  
Casualty Assurance  
Calm Psychological Services  
France at Wines and Spirits  
The City of Golden Valley  
Goldstains Inc.  
Karl Holmes  
Jennifer Kohl, LDI printing  
Wilky Kluck  
McCam Family  
Mike Olsoun  
Rochelle Stew  
Sprimont Services  
Sweet Juans  
Triumph Veterinary and Chiropractic  
United Farm Coop

Fiscal Year 2019  
Annual Report
Our Community of Care & Connection

From The Director

Connection. I felt it at 2 a.m. when I stood in the barn aisle, ankle deep in water; both hands poised on the hose of a wet vac. A gentle puff of exhale grazed my cheek and I looked up at two large brown eyes peering directly into my soul. Down the barn aisle I could see seven more horses watching me work. For a moment I forgot the overwhelming wetness and absorbed the feeling of connection with these incredible animals and their stoic presence during this time of snow melting chaos.

Hours earlier, when a freaky winter thaw sent the first water flowing into the barn, I decided to stay through the night just to hold off the worst of it until the team returned in the morning. I would surely get some sleep, I thought, walking only once or twice to run the pumps. Well, Murphy’s Law and all that. The horses stayed with me though, nudging me along as I rolled the wet vac down the aisle to empty countless gallons of water into the wash stall drain. The human team would return at daybreak but it was clear the horses were with me until more help arrived.

That feeling of connection is key to successful outcomes for the children, adults and families we serve here at the farm. Once people feel connection, through understanding a horse behavior or feeling the physical movement, their brains open a pathway to new learning. That new learning means getting unstuck from a moment in time so they can begin to actively transform their lives. In my case that night it meant returning to the task at hand with renewed dedication.

In the morning, the humans arrived and we worked through the day to clear the remaining melting snow from the roof and walls of the barn. We filled sand bags and dug trenches to send the last of the water away from the barn. Our neighbor Willy, volunteers, staff and board members all stepped in with food, shovels, pumps and incredible energy. We even managed to see a few clients that day! (1). Hold Your Horses is a community of care and connection. Through our therapy services at the farm we continue to provoke opportunity for people to make a connection and move forward in their lives. Thanks to all of you for making our work possible and for supporting year three in our forever home.

- Janet Weisberg, MS OTR/L, HPCS, Executive Director

Summary of Financial Position

HYH continues to operate with fiscal responsibility and integrity. Our farm purchase continues to prove beneficial to HYH clients, team members, and the community. This past year HYH generated an operating profit of $4,301. We grew revenue modestly and managed our expenses, generating $6,761 in positive cash flow in fiscal year 2019.

Investment and property maintenance opportunities abound as we continue to invest and grow HYH. We ended the year with money in the bank and we are on solid footing as we look forward to productive FY2020.

Thanks to your support, we were able make the following investments in our clients, team members and community in FY 2019:

- Operated with a mortgage year three
- Purchased a new heater for the indoor arena
- Selected, purchased and trained a new therapy horse “Yoder”
- Met costs of emergent horse health demands
- Met costs of emergent building repairs (3 garage doors)
- Supervised six Occupational Therapy Interns
- Logged over 1000 volunteer hours (plus countless hours of property care by our neighbor Willy)
- Direct services for 250 people

FY 2019 Board of Directors

Fred Krietzman, Esq, Board President, outgoing
Rebecca Anderson, At Large
Kari Holmes, At Large

Byron Wieberdink, Treasurer
Elizabeth Radichel, At Large

Cynthia Olauson, Secretary
Nathan Nelson Esq., At Large

Case Photo by Earl King
Hear from the people we serve

Words from Carol Wandersee, Community Based Array of Services Coordinator in Hennepin County Juvenile Probation

I have the honor of working with some of the most incredible gender responsive probation officers that support, and value working with all female, and female-identified clients AND I have the honor of working with the Hold Your Horses program as it relates to supporting the mental health and trauma needs of the young women we serve.

In 2014, juvenile probation and health and human services embarked on the adventure of offering equine assisted therapy to our most resilient, resourceful and vulnerable population of girls. It is anticipated that by the end of 2019, this program will have touched the lives of approximately 70 probation involved youth. Hold Your Horses offers our youth an opportunity to experience open space and fresh air; a safe environment where youth do not feel alone or isolated; a chance to develop friendships and positive, healthy relationships; a chance to become a leader; and an opportunity to just be a kid – to run, to laugh, to experience something new and outside one’s comfort zone.

Hold Your Horses offers hope that your past does not define your future; hope that there is a path to begin the process of healing from trauma; hope of learning new skills and abilities to move past the places where you get stuck and life throws up road blocks, twists, turns and unpredictability to better navigate future success. And, on those days when life gets really challenging, the beloved herd, offers girls the support of knowing that a horse will never judge your story, repeat your story or ask you tell it over and over again, or ask you “why you didn’t...” or “how come you did...”. The horse will simply listen and respond with unconditional gratitude.

For our probation officers, Hold Your Horses offers a non-traditional approach for girls to heal; an opportunity for youth to build brighter futures and increase protective factors, and to decrease risk factors; and, an opportunity to stop the trajectory of harm sometimes before it begins. In the words of my good friend, and Probation Officer, Lauren Uhl... Hold Your Horses and equine assisted therapy is MAJESTIC.

We thank the HYH staff and volunteers that show up for our girls in the best of learning and growing moments, and in some of the most challenging of times. Consistency, care and compassion are grounded in the hearts of the entire team of this program. Not to mention the much needed humor, flexibility and quirkiness when working with girls. We thank the herd that provides the girls with the experiences that they will carry with them for a lifetime. While we know that the horses have provided the girls with in the moment lessons and experiences, we also know that the girls have taught the horses to be the most incredible posers in multitudes of selfies. Most importantly, we thank those who support Hold Your Horses in the journey of trauma work for girls; hippotherapy and restorative workshops. Your support makes an incredible impact and difference.

Words from Sage (7 year old) about her therapy sessions

I love Bingo and the other horses because I get to play fun games and go fast and get strong! It is so fun to joke around and play with Janet and the crew - they are so funny! I really like that I can be inside and outside too.
Words from a parent, Elizabeth Fenske
Horses are magical. Now, I have been in love with them since I was four years old showing my little welsh pony at the county fair. But I never knew how magical they were until I brought my five-year-old daughter to Hold Your Horses.

My husband and I brought our daughter home from China three years ago. We knew she had a rare genetic condition that affected her adrenal glands, but we really had no idea the extent of that disease process in her physical, cognitive and emotional development. Apart from the expected trauma of being adopted, our daughter felt this loss significantly. Immediately, we knew our little girl was suffering, and we needed help and lots of it. After MANY and MANY appointments with various doctors, our little girl was diagnosed with severe reactive attachment disorder, delayed motor development, delayed speech development, sensory issues and ADHD.

I am not going to lie, I was devastated. I had a vision of a happy little girl that would eagerly hug her mommy. Instead, I had an angry little girl that couldn’t control her body or emotions and refused to speak. For the past three years, I have been taking her to about four or five different therapies a week. Whatever was recommended, I did. While we have made some leaps and bounds—I couldn’t touch our daughter for months—we’ve been in a rut. Our last occupational therapist said she hit a wall. I was desperate to help my little girl and to make a connection with her. Then we met an occupational therapist who worked at a farm and a pony named Bingo.

Because of this therapy time with Bingo my daughter and I have made a connection! We now talk about our weekly trip to see Bingo (her pony, you know). I know we are still early in our therapy, but I see my daughter actively engaged and transforming during her sessions. I am just as excited as she is every week to make the drive to the farm. I don’t know where this adventure will take us, but so far my little girl is smiling. So, thank you, Bingo.

Words from an OT Student, Marybeth Wilkes
As an OT student, one of the most exciting and nerve racking times is starting your first level two 12 week fieldwork. It’s your first chance to use what you’ve learned in the classroom and apply it in a real setting, working to meet the needs of real people. As a person who grew up working with horses, I had always been interested in hippotherapy and how occupational therapy could use the movement of the horse and barn environment as intervention strategies. Needless to say when I was presented with the opportunity to complete my first level 2 fieldwork at Hold Your Horses, I jumped on the chance.

Occupational therapy specializing in hippotherapy is such a unique and specialized area of clinical practice. However, I gained so many skills at HYH that will serve me throughout my career, and can be applied in a wide variety of settings. As an OT student at HYH, I had to learn to be flexible, creative, and think on my feet. I had to develop acute situational awareness for client and equine safety and well-being, and I was challenged and given the opportunity to develop my own clinical reasoning along the way. Through my work at HYH, I learned how to provide client centered, holistic occupational therapy treatment using the horse as a treatment partner and modality.

My experience as an OT student at HYH was challenging, motivating, and deeply rewarding. From day one, the HYH team supported and encouraged me, answering my endless questions and providing direction and instruction as needed. Janet’s wealth of experience as an OT, her patience, and her ability to provide constructive critique made my experience both enjoyable and eye opening on an educational level. The HYH team is a team of professionals who care about what they do, who they serve, and the equine partners they depend on for so much. I highly recommend HYH as a level 2 fieldwork setting and feel so humbled and honored to have gotten the opportunity to work and learn with this amazing group of people and horses. Thank you.

“...Because of this therapy time with Bingo my daughter and I have made a connection...”